Case Study
Industry
Rescue Medical Services

Country

WorkTime Saves
$7,500 per Employee per Year

Canada

Size
20 Employees

Issue/Challenge

“WorkTime helped us to save approximately $7,500
per employee per year!” – says the company’s
director

Avoid Overcharges by Remote Employees

Solution
WorkTime Corporate

Result
Money Saved

OVERVIEW

CONCERN

WorkTime is being successfully used by a Canadian rescue medical
services company, which has remotely and in-office working employees.
The main purpose of monitoring was to find out how much time
employees (especially remote ones) actually spend working in order to
avoid overcharges.
Amount of Monitored Employees: 20
According to feedback from the director of the company, WorkTime
helped to save approximately $7,500 per employee per year.

Company’s management was concerned about being overcharged by
the employees, especially by remote ones.

DECISION TO MONITOR EMPLOYEES
Considering how much money is spent on salaries in comparison to
WorkTime licenses cost, company’s management decided to apply
employee computer monitoring in order to minimize money waste due
to overcharge.

SOLUTION
When the company had started monitoring employees’ productivity using WorkTime, the management found significant issues with employee
attendance and Internet use. A lot of employees (especially remote ones) were overcharging the company. Some employees were declaring a few
working hours more per day than it actually was. The discrepancy between the reported timesheets and WorkTime reports was approximately $7,500
per employee per year, which is about $150,000 per year.

RESULT
Company’s management made a decision to disclosure monitoring results to the employees. It helped to build better timesheets and increase
productivity. As a result it saved a lot of money for the company.

ABOUT WorkTime
WorkTime is a productivity computer monitoring. WorkTime offers
respectful productivity monitoring without infringing on personal
privacy.

ABOUT NesterSoft Inc.
NesterSoft Inc. is specializing in noninvasive and respectful productivity
monitoring for more than 15 years, since the year of 1998.

CONTACT
www.worktime.com | 1-877-717 –TIME | info@worktime.com
WorkTime is a registered trademark of NesterSoft Inc. All other product names and trademarks are the property of their respective holders.

